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ROYALTIES FOR REGIONS 
164. Mr D.T. REDMAN to the Premier: 
I refer to the media commentary of the Premier’s Minister for Regional Development that some royalties for 
regions projects “must miss out to fix the state’s finances”. 
(1) What existing royalties for regions programs does his government intend to cut to achieve his intended 

savings? 
(2) Will the Premier today rule out defunding royalties for regions projects approved by the previous 

government? 
Mr M. McGOWAN replied: 
(1)–(2) I can confirm that royalties for regions will remain. I can confirm also that the Minister for Regional 

Development is doing a magnificent job and that she is out there talking with and meeting communities 
around Western Australia to ensure that royalties for regions is spent wisely. That is what a minister 
should do. It might surprise the Deputy Leader of the Opposition — 

Mr D.T. Redman: No. 
Mr M. McGOWAN: What are you? 
Mr D.T. Redman: A backbencher. 
Mr M. McGOWAN: It is the backbencher sitting on the front bench. It might surprise the backbencher on the 
front bench to know that just because the National Party was committed to something does not mean the 
Labor Party is committed to it. We have our priorities. They are about job creation, fixing dangerous regional roads 
and making sure we focus on sustainable communities, health, education and the like. I note also that at various 
times during the previous government, the royalties for regions program was subject to efficiency dividends; 
a proportion was taken out for the Western Australian Future Fund. I note also that it barely, if ever, reached the 
25 per cent promised before the 2008 state election. I notice that all those things occurred during the prior 
government’s term. I can see the member scribbling away furiously on his supplementary. He might make all these 
sorts of allegations but I know that when he was in office, a range of resources were pulled out of royalties for 
regions for other priorities. 
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